A **limerick** is a humorous poem consisting of five lines. The first, second, and fifth lines must have seven to ten syllables while rhyming and having the same verbal rhythm. The third and fourth lines only have to have five to seven syllables, and have to rhyme with each other and have the same rhythm.

*There was an Old Man of Nantucket
Who kept all his cash in a bucket.
His daughter, called Nan,
Ran away with a man,
And as for the bucket, Nantucket.*

"**Haiku**" is a traditional form of Japanese poetry. **Haiku** poems consist of 3 lines. The first and last lines of a **Haiku** have 5 syllables and the middle line has 7 syllables. The lines rarely rhyme.

An old silent pond...
A frog jumps into the pond,
splash! Silence again.

**PIXAR Story Structure**

Once upon a time...

- And every day...
- Until one day...
- And because of that...
- And because of that...
- And because of that...
- Until finally...
- And since that day...
- The moral of the story is...

Once there was a ________________” (person or animal or animate thing)
And every day he/she/it ____________________” (did something)
One day ___________________________” (something happened to interrupt or change that doing)
“Because of that ____________________.” (One result of what happened.)
“Because of that ____________________.” (The result of the result of what happened.)
“Until finally ________________________”